Abstract--One method for generating random numbers (RNs) of long period recommended by many scholars is the multiple recursive generator (MRG), in that the current RN is essentially a linear combination of the k preceding ones. In this paper, the upper bounds for a figure of merit adopted in the spectral test are derived for the k th order MRG with p < k terms. As p gets smaller, the bounds become smaller as well. The simplest form of the k th order MRG with two terms frequently discussed in literature is found to have the worst bound.
INTRODUCTION
The study of the methodology of generating random numbers (RNs) has a long history, in that the great majority of RN generators in use today are multiplicative linear congruential generators (MLCGs) of the form: Rn = aRn-1 mod m, (1) where m, a, and the seed R0 are positive integers. When the multiplier a and the modulus m are chosen properly, a full period of m -1 can be attained. Accompanied with the rapid advances in computer technology, longer sequences of RNs become more demanding for applications. To produce RNs of longer period, one idea is to employ higher order linear recursions. This results in the class of multiple recursive generators (MRGs) [1] [2] [3] : Rn = alRn-1 +"" +akRn-k mod m. 
is a primitive polynomial modulo m [4] . Denoting r --(mk -1)/(m-1), Knuth [4] describes the following conditions for testing for primitivity modulo m:
(i) (--1)k-lak is a primitive root modulo m,
(ii) [x r rood f(x)] mod m = (--1)k-lak, (iii) degree {Ix r/s mod f(x)] modm} > 0 for each prime factor s of r.
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Theoretically, there are exactly ¢(m k -1)/k choices of (al,..., ak) which satisfy these conditions, where ¢(m k -1) is the Euler function defined as the number of integers which is smaller than and relatively prime to m k -1. For the simplest case of k = 2 and the very popular modulus rn --231 -1, there are around 5.74E17 candidates• Hence, a significant amount of computation is involved in searching for (al,..., ak) which are able to produce RNs of full period• Nonetheless, as described in Knuth [4] , "all known evidence indicates that the result will be a very satisfactory source of RN." It is therefore worthwhile to investigate the properties of the RNs produced by this type of generators•
LATTICE STRUCTURE
Coveyou and MacPherson [5] and Marsaglia [6] find that the vectors of successive numbers produced by a linear congruential generator in any dimension have a lattice structure• Consider a sequence of full-period RNs {Rn, n = 0, 1, 2,... } produced from an MRG. Let Lt = {(Rn, P~+I,.-., Rn+t-1) T + mz I n >_ O, z • Z t} kJ {0} be the set of all t-tuples of consecutive RNs and the periodic continuations plus the zero vector• Then the set Lt is called a lattice which can be expressed as:
i=l where V/• Z t axe bases of the lattice L, [7] • The dual lattice is represented by:
where Vj* is defined by V~Vj* = 5~j [8] • The lattice structure implies that the points of Lt lie in parallel hyperplanes of equal distance, and the reciprocal length of any vector in L~ is the distance between two successive hyperplanes of order k in dimension t. The spectral test introduced by Coveyou and MacPherson [5] essentially determines the maximum distance between adjacent hyperplanes. Most of the recommended RN generators are selected from a spectral test [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Let dr(k) = 1/us(k) be the maximum distance, smaller values of dr(k) implies smaller empty slices in Lt and are thus favored. Define i!00 °a 
where t in A t is the power, rather than transposition. Finding the spacing between adjacent hyperplanes in a family is equivalent to solving the following integer quadratic program:
v2(k) = minu 2 + u 2 +... + u~, (9) where d~(k) indicates the lower bound. In [14] : 
k<t~T in k+ 1,..., T dimensions. In (2), computing aiRn_~ mod m accounts for most of the computation time, and the speed of a generator is approximately inversely proportional to the number of such operations [2] . Obviously, MRG with fewer terms in the recursive relationship is desired from the viewpoint of computation efficiency. The simplest MRG of order k has two terms. In the section that follows, we shall derive the upper bound for S~r(k ) of this type of generators.
TRINOMIAL CASE
When the polynomial (3) is a trinomial of the form:
the corresponding MRG becomes:
In addition to ak, there is only one aj, j < k which is nonzero. This is the simplest MRG of order k. As long as the trinomial is a primitive polynomial modulo m, the corresponding MRG can achieve the full period of m k -1. Since the implementation of (13) requires only two multiplications modulo m, the efficiency in computation is conceivable. The problem is whether it possesses the desirable randomness properties. In this paper, we shall use the spectral test, the one considered by Knuth [4] as "by far the most powerful test known," to discuss the quality of the k th order MRG with two terms. The following proposition sets the bound for S~(k) in (11 
Uk-j+l
Jr akUk+l ----0 mod m, + 0uk+l = 0 mod m,
and not all zero.
(14)
To attain the minimum value of V~+l(k), it is obvious that Uh ----0, h ~ 1, k -j + 1, k + 1. Therefore, (14) -1) ,... ,m-1} and not all zero. Therefore, Vk+l(k) = v3 (2) . From (9) and (10),
s3(2) =
Substituting (18) into (17): In the proof of Proposition 1, the bound is derived from the (k + 1) st dimension. One may suspect whether other dimensions have stronger bounds. As an empirical investigation, consider the third order MRG: Rn = ajRn-j + a3Rn-3 mod(231 -1), j = 1 or 2. Since an exhaustive analysis of all (al, 0, a3) and (0, a2, a3) combinations is almost out of the question, we fix a 3 at four numbers, i.e., 742938285, 950706376, 1226874159, and 62089911, recommended by Fishman and Moore [10] for one-term MLCG and six other numbers, 1439869882, 885300443, 554271143, 588399478, 379983904, and 369035587, selected somewhat arbitrarily. An exhaustive search over all possible values of either al or a2 which are able to produce full-period RNs is conducted to find the largest value of S~,=s(3 ). Table 1 Table 1 are smaller than the bound of 0.15749. It is interesting to note that the minimum value S~ of all 20 cases occurs at dimension 4, i.e., the (k + 1) st dimension, and St(3) of other dimensions are much larger than Sa(3).
L'Ecuyer et al. [2] have conducted an extensive computer search for good MRGs. Some Sk+l(k)
values they found for k = 3, 4, 5, and 6 are 0.13778 (associated with d4 = 6.11801E-7), 0.00256 (ds = 1.08611E-5), 0.00283 (d6 = 4.57771E-6), and 0.00141 (d7 = 5.28605E-6), respectively, for m ---231 -1, which are smaller than the bounds stated in Proposition 1. When all of the k terms appear in the k th order MRG, some Sk+l(k) values found by L'Ecuyer et al. [2] are 0.76551 and 0.73916 for k --3 and 4, respectively. These numbers are much larger than those of the two-term MRGs. 
GENERAL CASE
Consider a more complicated case of the k th order MRG with three terms:
The bounds for S~(k) of different m and k can be derived similarly. 
This program has the same form as that of u2 (3) for the third order MRG: /~ = aiRn_l ~-ajRn-2 + akRn-3 rood m. Therefore, uk+l(k) = v4 (3) . Substituting this result into (9): 
That is, adding one term to the two-term MRG, the bound for S~r(k ) increases by a factor of 21/12m 1/12. Note that this factor is independent of k. For m --231 -1, this factor is around 6.3496. As an empirical verification, the bounds for k = 4, 5, 6, and 7 for the three-term MRG, i.e., 0.32988, 0.15376, 0.08839, and 0.05731 are 6.3496 times of 0.05195, 0.02422, 0.01392, and 0.00903, respectively, which are the bounds for the two-term MRGs.
The whole concept can be extended to the k th order MRG with more than four terms. For the general case of p terms in the k th order MRG, the following theorem sets the bound for S~r(k ). 
which is the bound of S~r(k ). |
The largest value of this bound is 1 which occurs at p --k when none of the k terms in the k th order MRG vanishes. For the k th order MRGs with p and q :> p terms, respectively, the ratio of their bounds for S2r(k ) is:
which is greater than 1 because rq+l > rp+l and the exponent of m is positive. As more terms are included in the recursive relationship, the bound for S?r(k ) increases. Interestingly, this ratio only depends on the number of terms included in the recursive relationship and is irrelevant to the order of the generator. Moreover, the larger the modulus m is, the larger this ratio will be.
CONCLUSION
To generate RNs of long period, one method recommended by many scholars is the multiple recursive generator which is essentially the extension of the usual prime modulus MLCG from one term to k terms. When the multipliers (al,..., ak) are chosen properly, the period achieves m k -1. Since there is a trade off in the increasing of computational effort, fewer terms in the recursive formula are preferred. In this paper, it is derived that S{,(k), a figure of merit frequently adopted in the spectral test, is bounded by rr~-(k-P)/(P+l)(k+l)rp+l/rk+l for the k th order MRG with p terms. Fixing k, smaller p has smaller bound. The most computationally efficient form of the k th order MRG with two terms has the worst bound. If the number of terms in the k th order MRG is reduced from q to p < q, the bound for the corresponding MRG decreases by a factor of (rq+l/rp+l)m (q-p)/(p+l)(q+l), which is independent of the order k. The larger the difference between p and q is, the larger the factor will be.
